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FUE stands for Follicular Unit Extraction and this is one of the modern methods of hair restoration
following surgical method. This treatment can offer incredible cosmetic results as compared to older
methods of hair transplantations. When this method is used for hair transplantation, people can
experience lesser scars as compared to other methods.Generally, in any method of hair
transplantation, some hair from the back of the head is removed and this area is known as donor
area. In older methods, almost a complete strip of skin would be removed from the back of the head
thereby leaving a big mark on the back of the head of the person undergoing hair transplantation.
Above all, as days goes on these scars gets worsen thereby leaving a blemish on the back of the
head. As a remedy to these problems with older methods, the method of FUE hair transplant was
introduced.

FUE hair transplant Pakistan offers the best benefits like shorter healing time, shorter hair cuts are
possible after the surgery, which is not possible in other methods of transplantations and scarring is
almost invisible in this method. Under this method of transplantation, even people with little donor
hair can be benefitted, which is not possible under other methods of transplantations. As compared
to older methods in which a strip of skin is removed from the donor area, under FUE method only
tiny follicular units of hair is removed from the donor area and transplanted directly into the scalp of
the area in which hair re-growth is required. Even though under FUE method, there will be scars in
the donor area, they will be of the size of a pin prick on the skin and the scar can be viewed only
with the help of a magnifier glass.

Even though, FUE hair transplant Pakistan offers a wide range of benefits, it would be wise to check
with a qualified surgeon before deciding to go for this method since only a professional surgeon can
check the suitability of a person for this treatment. The professional will come to a decision after
checking the amount and density of donor hair and the area of baldness that can be covered
effectively with the amount of donor hair. It is possible for any person to go for hair transplant
Lahore; however, the question that should be answered here is with respect to the coverage area in
which hair re-growth is required.So, before going for Hair Transplant Lahore, consult the best
professional to ensure your suitability for the treatment.
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Michelroyss - About Author:
Cosmoder provides cheap a Hair Transplant Pakistan. Also hair restoration is perfect solution for
baldness patients and other types of hair loss. It is a cosmetic procedure and routinely performed in
Lahore hair transplant centre. Some of our treatments are hair transplant, laser surgery, melasma,
wrinkle treatment, hair removal and also acne/acne scar. For more details about a Hair Transpalnt
in Pakistan, please visit us online.
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